1999 nissan frontier transmission

Nissan Frontier owners have reported problems related to transmission failure under the power
train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Nissan Frontier based on all problems reported for the
Frontier. My Nissan Frontiers transmission failed at , miles. I was driving on the freeway when it
seemed to jolt out of 5th gear to 4th. Check engine light came on. I headed to Nissan but it
seemed to only remain in a high gear 3rd or 4th. They diagnosed it as a failed transmission due
to coolant leaking into the transmission. Its a known problem. I called Nissan headquarters and
asked for help they said no. I had an extended powertrain warranty through aul, but because it
was the radiator that leaked and not a transmission failure they won't cover it. See all problems
of the Nissan Frontier. Truck started jerking at times just cruising usually between 40 and 50
mph then worse. Coolant reservoir and radiator was noticed in components. Took it to
dealership and gave me a price of to replace radiator and transmission and flush all systems. I
had been reading reviews on these models and was hoping this wasn't the issue on mine. As
soon as I noticed the fluid contamination I was sick. Had no idea of this problem. Alot of reviews
say steer clear of these vehicles. This Frontier is my 3rd owned Nissan vehicle. Never
again!!!!!!!!. Complete transmission failure including engine radiator due the Nissan design.
Transmission failed, thousand miles. Coolant made its way into the transmission. We are a auto
dealer in ohio. After purchasing a Nissan Frontier crew cab 4x4 at the auction, we did a post
sale inspection and it passed. We brought it home and did a 60 point inspection, outside of an
airbag light issue, it passed once again. One week later, the transmission is shot. I am looking
for any and all assistance. Why didn't Nissan warn consumers that the transmission could fail
quickly as a result of a cracked cooler tube? While on vacation transmission failure due to
coolant mixing with transmission faulty radiator taken to mt holly Nissan ASAP while driving it
was a safety hazzard. I was driving on the highway and suddenly lost power and almost
crashed. Mechanic said the radiator and transmission failed. Radiator fluid mixed into
transmission fluid. Vehicle only has miles on it. Total transmission failure due to a faulty
transmission radiator , resulting in a total transmission rebuild. My name is mrs. Veronica a.
While my vehicle was being repaired I discovered there are numerous tax paying consumers
who have experienced the same mechanical failure. Had the corporation notified the owners the
major transmission. Instead the company kept silent about the issues. As a result american
consumers have been footing the bill for Nissan's defect, to the toon of thousands of dollars. I
was referred to the consumer affairs department by ceo hiroto sarkawa. Consumer agent
pamela id initially denied my request verbally alleging that because I took my vehicle to an
outside mechanic I am not eligible for reimreimbursement. However in writing she claimed
Nissan was unable to offer financial assistance with the repair of the transmission due to the
vehicle being outside of your new vehicle limited warranty. The problem stems from an
acknowledged defect inside the radiator assembly. The metal tubes that separate engine
coolant from transmission fluid crack over time. Coolant and transmission fluid mixes through
these cracks and subsequently cause transmission failure. Vehicle was in motion when this
happened. Vehicle was stopped at a traffic light but when the light turned green vehicle had no
power when trying to accelerate. Vehicle was towed to the nearest dealer where they told me the
problem was with the transmission as described above. This problem has been document many
times before and Nissan is aware of it. A manufacture recall has never been issued. Repairs
have been allowed under warranty but this vehicle is past the time limit and number of miles
defined in the warranty and Nissan will not take any responsibility for this defect. At , miles we
started to notice transmission issues such as slipping and at 40 mph, a vibration like you was
running on the rubble strips on the highway. Took to the garage and they said it was due to bad
tires. Was told since no engine code, they had no clue what was going on. The slipping got so
bad, clearing a intersection or pulling out into moving traffic became dangerous. Frustrated with
dealer bs and other garage bs. I youtubed it. Saw a defective radiator video. Checked my
antifreeze and transmission oil to find them both milky. My truck is 9 years old and the radiator
failed. The safety of my family was at stake when the transmission failed to work as we waited
for antifreeze to power our transmission and watched our engines overheat as it was now
cooled with oil. At ,, both rear leaf springs broke. Truck has never been used to haul heavy
loads to cause this failure. On top of that, the steering radius really sucks. A three point tun in
this truck is really a 21 point turn. Tl the contact owns a Nissan Frontier. The contact stated that
the radiator cracked, which caused transmission fluid and radiator coolant to mix together. The
failure eventually caused the transmission to fail. The vehicle was towed to banister Nissan of
norfolk n military hwy, norfolk, va where it was determined that the vehicle was not included in
any recalls and the radiator and transmission needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not
contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was 99, I was able to get off the
freeway and pull into a gas station to call aaa to tow it to a mechanic. The mechanic told me the

transmission has coolent in it and the transmission will need I be rebuilt or replaced with a
rebuilt transmission. He said there was a crack in the coolent hose that was a manufacture
defect. I never got any warning light until after the transmission failed. While the vehicle was
idling, the transmission failed and the vehicle could not be moved. The vehicle was not taken to
a dealer to be diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
failure mileage was approximately , Transmission failure due to radiator coolant leaking into
transmission. Driving condition resulted in sudden hard downshifts and eventually led to a no
start condition. Upon inspecting, the at control fuse was blown and when replaced the vehicle
cranked, only to have the fuse blow again. The transmission, likely need to be replaced to
remedy the issue. This issue is known and unfortunately, little has been done to hold the
manufacturer accountable. Transmission locked during driving could have caused an accident.
Transmission fluid mixing with coolant causing transmission failures. Automatic transmission
failure due to radiator failure and coolant contamination. When proceeding from a green light,
the Nissan Frontier sv will not accelerate as normal. To get the truck moving forward, I had to
step on the gas medal with more depth than usual, rendering the engine rpm very high, to inch
the truck away from the stop light. Luckily, I made it to a shopping center parking lot which was
about feet away. From the parking stall, I wanted to test if the reverse gear was affected. Shifted
the transmission into reverse and the Nissan Frontier sv will not move backwards. The reverse
gear did not work. This truck has miles only when the transmission failure occurred. The
contact owns a Nissan Frontier. While driving 25 mph, the vehicle failed to accelerate without
warning. In addition, the vehicle slowed down and the contact was able to drive back home. The
local dealer was not contacted or made aware of the failure. The vehicle was diagnosed by an
independent mechanic who diagnosed that the radiator fluid spilled into the transmission. The
radiator was replaced; however, the radiator fluid contaminated the transmission and fluid,
which caused the transmission to fail. The vehicle was diagnosed that the transmission needed
to be replaced. The manufacturer stated that the vehicle was not included in a recall and did not
offer any additional assistance. The failure mileage was approximately 89, Transmission
contaminated with engine coolant 81, miles. Catastrophic transmission failure, engine
overheated and the vehicle quit moving. Occurred while in motion on a rural road and vehicle
had to be towed home. Transmission failure diagnosed by repair shop as caused by radiator
coolant contamination into the transmission. Total rebuild of transmission at a cost of 3, I
purchased this vehicle new in and was not made aware of this issue by Nissan. I have learned
this is an ongoing issue the manufacturer has been aware of for years. My vehicle has , miles
and more than 10 years since purchase. I find this matter disturbing that owners are now facing
such an avoidable cost for repair and this could have been prevented by the manufacturer.
Transmission cooler in radiater failed and coolant leaked into transmission causing
transmission failure and overheating. Broke down on side of road and had to be towed.
Transmission cross contamination with coolant. Had transmission failure on the freeway driving
full speed, forcing me to quickly move over 6 lanes with no high gear. I was in the Nissan
dealership just 1 week prior for an oil change and have had the vehicle serviced at Nissan since
it was new. I was never told of the recall or that I should bypass the radiator or beware of the
problem. In February, , the radiator on my Nissan Frontier failed. Due to a design flaw, coolant
got into the transmission which ruined it. The radiator failure occurred on the road and I was
able to limp to a service station. Fortunately, the transmission failure did not occur on the road
but could have causing a very dangerous situation. Complaint transmission failure with my
Nissan Frontier. Is locked in 3rd gear in automatic transmission. Overdrive gear was gone due
to coolant mixing with transmission fluid. Didn't work. Told by Nissan that I was sol due to over
, miles. VIN passed Nissan Frontier v6 4x4 The truck hesitated to move at a stop. I took the truck
to my mechanic. On tue October 25, After diagnosed, he told me the transmission was failed. It
needs to be rebuilt or buy a new one. I decided to go for a rebuilt one. This happened on tue
October 25, I went on line to search for something related to Nissan Frontier transmission and I
found out the website relating to the class action lawsuit. I did contact Nissan of north America
on Wednesday October 26, and they told me to send in the invoice after the repair for
reimbursement. Until the reimbursement takes place, I am still nervously waiting. Radiator and
transmission failure due to cross contamination of radiator and transmission fluid caused by
cracked atf line running through engine coolant chamber in radiator. Transmission total failure.
Radiator line broke and mixed into transmission, destroying it. Occurred while driving up a hill. I
purchased a used Frontier. The dealer told me they do not check for recalls on non Ford
vehicles. After 5 months and five miles, the radiator apparently caused my transmission to fail.
When it failed I was making a left turn in front of traffic and lost control of the vehicle and was
almost collided into. I began to notice a vibration around to rpm that would smooth out at higher
rpms. Transmission failure: atf contamination. Radiator fluid mixed into transmission, therefore

ruining both transmission and radiator. Car Problems. Transmission Failure problem of the
Nissan Frontier 1. Transmission Failure problem of the Nissan Frontier 2. Transmission Failure
problem of the Nissan Frontier 3. Transmission Failure problem of the Nissan Frontier 4.
Transmission Failure problem of the Nissan Frontier 5. Transmission Failure problem of the
Nissan Frontier 6. Transmission Failure problem of the Nissan Frontier 7. Transmission Failure
problem of the Nissan Frontier 8. Transmission Failure problem of the Nissan Frontier 9.
Transmission Failure problem of the Nissan Frontier Power Train problems. Transmission Fluid
Leaking problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Automatic Transmission Cooler
problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Driveshaft problems. Differential Unit problems.
Power Train Driveline problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! Located
in Martinsburg, West Virginia, Apple Valley Toyota serves all the surrounding areas in our home
state, including a lot of cities and communities out of state in places like Hagerstown and
Frederick, Maryland as well as Winchester, Virginia. Customers come for our selection, and they
keep coming back for our customer service and all the wonderful things that we offer including
a Lifetime Powertrain Warranty that comes included on just about every vehicle we sell. Come
to Apple Valley Toyota, and don't forget to take advantage of our free West Virginia and Virginia
state inspections available to all Apple Valley Toyota customers for as long as they own their
vehicle. For fastest response and best service please call Kevin at Visit Prestigious Auto online
at Hollywood, CA. We believe the cars we offer are the highest quality and ideal for your life
needs. Ferman of Wesley Chapel where your treated as a guest and family. Clean Carfax! Well
Maintained and Super Clean! Perfect Little Work Truck! Automatic Transmission! Not to mention
we also include a complementary 2 year Maintenance Program with every purchase to help keep
your new auto running smooth! Please don't hesitate to call with any questions. Financing
options available for all types of credit! We deal with some of the best banks in the Auto
Industry! Trades Always Welcomed! We also offer up a great variety of warranties to fit your car
needs and keep you protected. Want to be pre-approved before you head down? Easy online
credit apps and complete inventory with additional pictures can be viewed at We are Family
Owned and Operated. Come on down and check us out. This Nissan Frontier SC is complete
with top-features such as the anti-lock brakes. It has a 6 Cylinder engine. This crew cab scored
a crash test safety rating of 4 out of 5 stars. A sharp yellow exterior and a charcoal interior are
just what you need in your next ride. This sleek vehicle comes with Charcoal leather upholstery.
Soak in the sun with the built-in sunroof! Don't sit on this decision for long Honest Autos has
been family owned and operated in Leesburg, FL since We utilize years of industry experience
to help you get a great car at an even better price. Don't get taken advantage of by other
dealers. We offer upfront salesman, transparent pricing, service records, and free Carfax vehicle
history reports on every vehicle we sell. We are a full spectrum lender, offering competitive
traditional financing for good credit customers AND Buy Here Pay Here financing for customers
looking to establish or rebuild your credit. Don't take 'NO' for an answer. We can be the bank
and tell you 'You're Approved! We are conveniently located on U. Come in and let us earn your
business! The Smart Family would like to thank you for the opportunity to assist in the
purchase of your next new vehicle. For over years the Smart family has been family owned and
operated business in the heart of central Arkansas. Offering the highest level of customer
service and an outstanding purchase experience has allowed our year tradition. We look
forward to serving you and thanks again for shopping Smart. In addition to being well-cared for,
this Nissan Frontier 2WD has very low mileage making it a rare find. Clean interior? How about
flawless. This Nissan Frontier 2WD looks like has never been used. You can finally stop
searching You've found the one you've been looking for. It is equipped with a 4 Speed
Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. It is equipped with a
5 Speed Manual transmission. The vehicle is Granite Metallic with a Gray Cloth interior. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Manual
Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Not provided.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Bought this truck 5 years ago with
31, miles. I now have over , miles as I commute a day to work and home. No major work
preformed except for tires, oil changes, brakes and clutch at , mile. Truck is comfortable for my
daily trips. I average 30 miles per gallon on the highway with a standard tranny. Dependable
truck!! Sign Up. Select your vehicle options to narrow down results. View by Lookup Code.
Boot-Control Lever Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Boot-Control Lever S MT,
4WD. Boot-Control Lever B Fitting Vehicle Options: T. Add To Cart. MT, 2WD. MT, KC. B

2004 ford focus zts manual

2000 suzuki savage 650

2014 honda pilot towing package

racket-Cable Mounting S Bush-Control Lever B Cable Assy-Control S Clip Clip U Replaced By:
Y Clip-Connector V Device Assy-Transmission Control B Dust Cover S Knob-Control Lever
Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Knob-Control Lever B MT, T. Lever Assy-Control
Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Lever Assy-Control S Lever Assy-Control B Lever
Assy-Hand Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Lever Assy-Hand S Lever Assy-Hand
B Park Position Switch S Pin-Pivot, Hand Lever Select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Pin-Pivot, Hand Lever B Pin-Snap Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Pin-Snap
Plate-Lock Select vehicle options to narrow down result. Plate-Lock B Replaced By: B0A.
Retainer-Boot Upper U Replaced By: G Ring-Snap, Control Lever V Rod-Key Inter Lock S Screw
J Require Quantity: Screw S Seat-Spring B Yoke-Select Range S BOLT E. Parts fit for the
following vehicle options. Engine: 4 Cyl 2. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer
Service.

